Abstract—Accurate delineation of heart substructures is a prerequisite for abnormality detection, for making quantitative and functional measurements, and for computer-aided diagnosis and treatment planning. Late Gadolinium-Enhanced Cardiac MRI (LGE-CMRI) is an emerging imaging technology for myocardial infarction or scar detection based on the differences in the volume of residual gadolinium distribution between scar and healthy tissues. While LGE-CMRI is a well-established non-invasive tool for detecting myocardial scar tissues in the ventricles, its application to left atrium (LA) imaging is more challenging due to its very thin wall of the LA and poor quality images, which may be produced because of motion artefacts and low signal-to-noise ratio. As the LGE-CMRI scan is designed to highlight scar tissues by altering the gadolinium kinetics, the anatomy among different heart substructures has less distinguishable boundaries. An accurate, robust and reproducible method for LA segmentation is highly in demand because it can not only provide valuable information of the heart function but also be helpful for the further delineation of scar tissue and measuring the scar percentage. In this study, we proposed a novel deep learning framework working on LGE-CMRI images directly by combining sequential learning and dilated residual learning to delineate LA and pulmonary veins fully automatically. The achieved results showed accurate segmentation results compared to the state-of-the-art methods. The proposed framework leads to an automatic generation of a patient-specific model that can potentially enable an objective atrial scarring assessment for the atrial fibrillation patients.

I. INTRODUCTION

Noninvasive MRI is becoming an increasingly important tool for medical diagnosis and is widely used in many diverse clinical applications, e.g., grading and classifying brain tumours [1], [2] and evaluating volumes and function of the heart ventricles [3]. Recently, Late Gadolinium-Enhanced Cardiac MRI (LGE-CMRI) has been established for visualizing and assessing myocardial infarction or fibrosis in the left ventricle [4]. This technique is based on the different wash-in and wash-out gadolinium contrast agent kinetics between healthy and scarred tissues. The hyper-enhanced regions in the LGE-CMRI images reflect the increased interstitial space of the myocardium with fibrosis, i.e., abnormal scar regions, while healthy ventricular myocardium is ‘nulled’ [5], [6]. LGE-CMRI has also been successfully acquired in patients with atrial fibrillation (AF) to detect native and post-ablation treatment scarring in the left atrium (LA) [7]. However, the LA wall is very thin and the diagnostic value of the LGE-CMRI scan is lowered. The nulling of signal from healthy tissue reduces the visibility of the LA wall boundaries and in addition, in the AF patient population, prolonged scanning time (~10 mins for whole-heart 3D LGE-CMRI), irregular breathing pattern and heart rate variability during the scan can result in poor image quality. High signal intensity from other structures, such as the aorta and mitral valve, can further complicate the detection and localization of the LA.

The delineation of the LA and the attached pulmonary veins (PV) is of high clinical importance in patients with AF. Firstly, accurate LA segmentation can provide information on chamber size and function, and it is also essential for determining atrial scarring as a percentage of LA wall volume [8]. Secondly, PVs are a frequent source of the aberrant electrical activity causing AF and electrical isolation of the PV by scarring the surrounding tissue may eliminate the AF [9]. Precise delineation of the PV will therefore help to localize possible conduction gaps after ablation based treatment and may potentially be used to predict AF recurrence [10], [11]. Thirdly, the delineated LA and PV are potentially useful to guide the ablation procedure and ultimately to reduce the need for repeat procedures [12].

Most previous studies have used manual segmentation of the LA and PV. However, this is time-consuming, subjective and lacks reproducibility [12]–[16]. Knowles et al. [17] described a semi-automatic thresholding and region growing method for the delineation of the LA and PV, with the segmentation performed on first-pass Magnetic Resonance Angiography (MRA) images, in which LA, PV and other blood vessels were seen with high contrast. However, while the LA and PV segmentation from the MRA images may be relatively straightforward, the following registration between the MRA and LGE-CMRI images can limit the final accuracy of the delineation on the LGE-CMRI images. A statistical shape model is a widely used method to resolve the anatomy
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of the imaged organs in medical images, which is analogous to
the active contour model, but also learns patterns of shape
variability from a training set of manually annotated region of
interests (ROIs) [18]. Karim et al. [19] proposed a statistical
shape model based method to segment the LA and PV
followed by manual corrections. The segmentation was
performed on images acquired by a 3D balanced steady-state
free precession (b-SSFP) acquisition, but this also requires
subsequent registration between corresponding b-SSFP and
LGE-CMRI images. Tao et al. [20] reported an automatic atlas
based method that was coupled with level set based refinement
on MRA images to delineate the LA and PV. More accurate
delineation could be achieved via information gained from the
MRA, but the method also suffered from the additional
registration error. Yang et al. [21] utilized multi-atlas based
whole heart segmentation to solve the problem and proposed a
super-voxel based post-processing to achieve more accurate
segmentation of the PV. Recently, deep learning based methods have attracted lots of interests mainly due to their
performance and efficiency by leveraging the available big
data and GPU computing. By using b-SSFP images, Mortazi
et al. [22] developed a deep learning architecture, namely
CardiacNET, to segment the LA and PV. This method could
be potentially useful for segmenting the LA and PV from the
LGE-CMRI images but to the best of our knowledge, this has
not been done to date.

All of these previous studies have relied on either manual
or partially manual procedures and/or an additional scanning
sequence (for a better imaging of the heart anatomy) to
segment the LA and PV. A fully automatic method directly
working on the LGE-CMRI images is highly desirable to
avoid tedious manual interference and possible registration
error between anatomical cardiac scans and the LGE-CMRI.
This would also reduce the scanning cost and the patient
burden.

In this study, a novel deep learning based framework is
designed to segment the LA and PV directly from the
LGE-CMRI images, avoiding the need for an additional data
acquisition for anatomical segmentation and subsequent
registration. The proposed framework jointly learns the
segmentation of the LA and PV and the correlation in-between
axial slices of the 3D LGE-CMRI dataset via a sequential
learning network. In addition, multiview information has been
learned by two dilated residual learning networks from the
sagittal and coronal views of the 3D LGE-CMRI dataset.
Eventually, the learned representations of the sagittal and
coronal views are integrated into the corresponding axial view
to obtain the fused multiview features, which will be used to
derive the final segmentation of the LA and PV. The following
sections present the details of the proposed methodology,
experimental setup, achieved results and followed by
discussions and conclusion.

II. METHODS
A. Patients and Data Acquisition
Cardiac MR data were acquired in patients with
longstanding persistent AF on a Siemens Magnetom Avanto
1.5T scanner (Siemens Medical Systems, Erlangen,
Germany). Transverse navigator-gated 3D LGE-CMRI [7],
[14], [23] was performed using an inversion prepared
segmented gradient echo sequence (TE/TR 2.2ms/5.2ms) 15
minutes after gadolinium administration (Gadovist—gadobutrol, 0.1mmol/kg body weight, Bayer-Schering, Berlin, Germany) [5]. The inversion time was set to null the signal from normal myocardium. Detailed scanning parameters are: 30–34 slices at (1.4–1.5)×(1.4–1.5)×4mm³, reconstructed to 60–68 slices at (0.7–0.75)×(0.7–0.75)×2mm³, field-of-view 380×380mm². For each patient, prior to contrast agent administration, coronal navigator-gated 3D b-SSFP (TE/TR 1ms/2.3ms) data were acquired with the following parameters: 72–80 slices at (1.6–1.8)×(1.6–
1.8)×3.2mm³, reconstructed to 144–160 slices at (0.8–0.9)×(0.8–0.9)×1.6mm³, field-of-view 380×380mm². Both
LGE-CMRI and b-SSFP data were acquired during
free-breathing using a crossed-pairs navigator positioned over
the dome of the right hemi-diaphragm with navigator
acceptance window size of 5mm and CLAWS respiratory
motion control [24]. It is of note that for our deep learning
framework, only LGE-CMRI data are required, and b-SSFP
data are used only for comparison studies.

In order to test the efficacy of our deep learning framework
and perform comparison studies, we retrospectively included
20 LGE-CMRI scans as an independent testing dataset
(including randomly chosen 10 pre-ablation and 10
post-ablation scans) while the deep learning framework was
trained on 80 randomly selected LGE-CMRI data. Ground
truth of the LA and PV segmentation was manually delineated
by an experienced physicist. All the patient recruitment and
data acquisition were approved by the institutional review
board in accordance with local ethics procedures.

B. Sequential Learning
In order to perform joint learning for the LA and PV
segmentation from the axial view slice and the correlation
in-between axial slices, we propose a sequential learning
network (Figure 1) that consists of six convolutional layers for
the encoder and decoder path respectively. In the encoder
path, each convolutional layer is followed by a rectified linear
unit (ReLU) layer and a local response normalization (LRN)
layer to normalize the feature maps in order to improve the
generalization performance of the network and speed up the
training procedure. In addition, max-pooling layers are used to
reduce the dimension of the feature maps. In the decoder path,
three up-sampling layers are implemented via bilinear
interpolation to recover the original image size, and the
decoder is also incorporated convolutional and LRN layers.
Each convolutional layer contains 12 kernels with size of 3×3
pixels. In addition, convolutional long-short term memory (ConvLSTM) [25] layers are embedded into the
encoder-decoder network to account for inter-slices
correlations. The ConvLSTM is a special recursive neural
network architecture that can be defined mathematically as

\[ i_t = \sigma(W_{xi} \cdot x_t + W_{hi} \cdot h_{t-1} + W_{ci} \cdot c_{t-1} + b_i), \]

\[ f_t = \sigma(W_{xf} \cdot x_t + W_{hf} \cdot h_{t-1} + W_{cf} \cdot c_{t-1} + b_f), \]

\[ c_t = f_t \cdot c_{t-1} + i_t \cdot \text{ReLU}(W_{xc} \cdot x_t + W_{hc} \cdot h_{t-1} + b_c), \]

\[ h_t = c_t \cdot \text{ReLU}(c_t), \]

where ‘*’ represents the convolutional operator and ‘ • ’
denotes the Hadamard product. W terms denote weight
matrices, b terms denote bias vectors, \( \sigma \) represents a sigmoid function and ReLU is used in our study instead of tanh. The
ConvLSTM uses three gates including the input gate \( i_t \), the
forget gate $f_t$ and the output gate $o_t$, and memory cell $c_t$ represents an accumulator of the state information and $h_t$ denotes the hidden states. The input gate $i_t$ determines which values of current input $x_t$ should be saved to the current cell state $c_t$. The forget gate $f_t$ controls which values of previous cell state $c_{t-1}$ should be remained to the current cell state $c_t$. Which part of the latest cell output $c_t$ should be propagated to the final state $h_t$ is further controlled by the output gate $o_t$. In addition, 12 convolutional kernels are used with the size of $3 \times 3$ pixels. During the training procedure, the axial slices of the image are encoded via the encoder path that incorporates the ConvLSTM, which models the sequential dependencies between the axial slices. In addition, the output sequence of the ConvLSTM is up-sampled via the decoder path.

![Figure 1: Schema of our sequential learning network.](image)

### C. Dilated Residual Learning

In order to learn the complementary information from the sagittal and coronal views, we propose to use a full convolutional neural networks (CNN) with shortcut connections that is similar to the residual network [26]. The full CNN consists of 4 convolutional layers, and each is followed by a ReLU layer and a LRN layer (Figure 2). In each convolutional layer, 12 convolutional kernels are used with the size of $3 \times 3$. In order to fully consider the complementary information from both sagittal and coronal views, we use the dilated convolution [27] instead of using the pooling layers that can avoid loss of useful information during the pooling operation. By using the dilated convolution, the receptive field is remained and the size of the feature maps is not reduced.

![Figure 2: Schema of our dilated residual learning network.](image)

Finally, the learned feature maps from the sagittal and coronal views need to be integrated with the feature maps obtained from the sequential learning to form the fused multiview features. In order to achieve this, two 3D volumes are created to store the learned feature maps from the sagittal and coronal view respectively. Then we slice them into multiple 2D axial slices, and concatenate them with the feature maps derived from the sequential learning of the axial view at their corresponding channels. Next, a convolutional operation is applied to these concatenated feature maps to get the fused multiview features. At the end, three convolutional layers are connected to perform the segmentation based on the fused multiview features. Two of them contain 24 kernels with the size of $3 \times 3$ and each is followed by a ReLU layer and a LRN layer. At the last layer, a $3 \times 3$ convolution is used to map each pixel to the desired segments, and the sigmoid activation function is used.

For the implementation, we used the Adam method [28] to perform the optimization with a mean squared error based loss function and decayed learning rate (initial learning rate was 0.001 and dropped to 0.000296 at the end). Our deep learning model was implemented using Tensorflow 1.2.1 on a Ubuntu 16.04 machine, and was trained and tested on an NVidia Tesla P100 GPU (3584 cores and 16GB).

### D. Comparison Study

We compared our fully automatic deep learning framework with (1) a fully automatic multi-atlas based whole heart segmentation (WHS) method, and (2) a semi-automatic method coupled WHS and super-voxel based refinement (WHS+SV) [21], [29]. It is of note that in these two methods, both LGE-CMRI and b-SSFP data were used and required a registration operation to align the two sets of corresponding data, while for our proposed deep learning framework only LGE-CMRI images were required.

### E. Evaluation Metrics

The output of our deep learning framework was binarized to a ROI mask for the LA and PV delineation. Same binary mask was created using the results obtained by the comparison methods. We used the evaluation metrics including pixel-wise accuracy (AC), sensitivity (SE), specificity (SP) and Dice score (DI). The evaluation metrics are defined using the number of true positives (TP), true negatives (TN), false positives (FP), and false negatives (FN) respectively as

$$AC = \frac{TP + TN}{TP + FP + TN + FN},$$

$$SE = \frac{TP}{TP + FN},$$

$$SP = \frac{TN}{TN + FP},$$

$$DI = \frac{2 \times TP}{2 \times TP + FN + FP}.$$  

Furthermore, statistical significances (P<0.05) were given by a two-sample Wilcoxon rank-sum test.

### III. RESULTS

Figure 3 shows the convergence of the training and testing stages of our proposed framework, respectively.
Figure 4 (d) displays the qualitative visualization of the LA and PV segmentation using our proposed framework, and compared to the manually drawn ground truth (Figure 4 (a)) and results obtained by the fully automatic WHS and semi-automatic WHS+SV methods (Figure 4 (b) and (c)). For this example case, compared to the ground truth, semi-automatic WHS-SV method segmented the left inferior PV (LIPV) most accurately (cyan arrows in Figure 4 (a-d)). For the right inferior PV (RIPV), both WHS-SV and our proposed framework performed better than the WHS method (green arrows in Figure 4 (a-d)). For the segmentation of the LA regions, our proposed framework provided a smoother and more accurate delineation compared to the ground truth (purple arrows in Figure 4 (a-d)).

Quantitative results including AC, SE, SP and DI are tabulated in Table 1. WHS+SV obtained slightly higher mean AC and DI, but there was no statistically significant difference found between the results obtained by the WHS+SV and our proposed framework (for the DI: P=0.072). In addition, we found statistically significant differences between the WHS+SV and the WHS method (for the DI: P=2.04E-05) and between our proposed framework and the WHS method (for the DI: P=0.011).

Table 1: Quantitative evaluation results.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Methods</th>
<th>AC</th>
<th>SE</th>
<th>SP</th>
<th>DI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>WHS</td>
<td>0.998±0.001</td>
<td>0.809±0.187</td>
<td>0.999±0.001</td>
<td>0.870±0.146</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WHS+SV</td>
<td>0.998±0.001</td>
<td>0.853±0.099</td>
<td>0.999±0.000</td>
<td>0.908±0.067</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proposed</td>
<td>0.997±0.002</td>
<td>0.856±0.137</td>
<td>0.999±0.001</td>
<td>0.897±0.053</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IV. DISCUSSIONS AND CONCLUSION

In this work, we present a fully automatic deep learning framework to segment the LA and PV from LGE-CMRI images directly. By combining the sequential learning and dilated residual learning for extracting multiview features, our framework has shown favorable results for this challenging segmentation task. Validation of our framework has been performed against manually delineated LA and PV. Compared to both a fully-automatic multi-atlas based WHS method and a semi-automatic WHS+SV method, our framework has demonstrated comparable accuracy when using only the LGE-CMRI data.

Compared to the WHS and the WHS+SV method, our deep learning based framework obtained smoother boundaries. This is due to the fact that the WHS may suffer from errors when registering the segmented anatomy to the LGE-CMRI data and these may produce such jagged artefacts in the delineated contour (Figure 4 (b) and (c)). Compared to the WHS-SV method, our proposed framework obtained comparable AC, SE and SP (Table 1). Although the DI obtained by our method is slightly worse than using the WHS+SV (Table 1), there was no statistically significant difference between the two. Moreover, although the WHS+SV method segmented the PV more accurately, the better delineations were only obtained at the distal regions of the PV (e.g., distal regions of the LIPV in Figure 4 (a) and (c)) that may influence the final treatment planning or prognosis for the AF patients.

For the WHS+SV method, the connections between different axial slices were taken into account via the super-voxels over-segmentation, i.e., using the connectivity of super-voxels in 3D. Compared with WHS+SV with a manual interference, our deep learning based framework resolved such correlation in-between axial slices via the ConvLSTM, which is a robust and efficient recursive neural network. Such correlation will also be constrained via dilated residual learning for the sagittal and coronal views.

There are limitations of the current work. First, the performance of our proposed deep learning based framework did not rely on a comprehensive network parameters tuning; however, currently used network parameters defined by test and trials may cause possible overfitting of the trained models (Figure 3). This will be mitigated via further investigation on techniques that can reduce the overfitting, e.g., using early stopping [30]. Second, we may need to compare our proposed framework with other recently developed deep learning based segmentation methods, e.g., U-Net [31]. Although benchmarking of various deep learning methods for solving the LA and PV segmentation is beyond the scope of current study, it will be an interesting future study to compare with other deep learning based methods.

In conclusion, the proposed method makes it possible to create a patient-specific anatomical model for the LA and PV that is accredited by our efficient and objective segmentation. This will potentially enable an objective atrial scarring assessment for individual AF patients that is a promising future working direction.
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